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QUESTION 1

Given the following data instance, what xforms bind returns the total cost (including tax) ofa particular item, if the current
context of the bind is "items/item" 

A. sum(cost + cost/@tax) 

B. sum(number(cost), number(cost/@tax)) 

C. sum(cost, cost/@tax) 

D. cost + cost/@tax 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Jane has built an HTML pagecontaining a Google map. She wants to show the map in a modal dialog after the user has
entered a valid address in the form. What does Jane need to do to accomplish this? 

A. Jane needs to call the launchModalDialog function from a compute, passing anXPath reference to the instance that
contains the HTML. 

B. Jane needs to call the launchModalDialog function from a compute, and pass a URL to the desired HTML page as a
parameter. 

C. Jane needs to create a button of type \\'link\\', and set the launchModalDialog property of the button to \\'on\\'. She
also needs to specify a URL to the desired HTML page in the \\'url\\' property. 

D. Jane needs to create a button of type \\'html\\', and set the launchModalDialog property of the button to \\'on\\'. She



also needs to specify the HTML page in the \\'content\\' property. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following data types CANNOT be returned from anXForms function? 

A. Boolean 

B. Array 

C. NaN 

D. Nodeset 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the difference between an xforms:model and an xforms:instance in an XFDL form? 

A. An xforms:model is required in an XFDL form; but an xforms:instanceisn\\'t. 

B. An xforms:instance is required in an XFDL form; but an xforms:model isn\\'t. 

C. An xforms:model contains the instance data, binds, and submission information for the form. 

D. An xforms:instance contains the instance data, binds, and submission information for the form. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

David has built a form that uses XForms Panes, but he cannot access the fields and labels inside a pane. Why can\\'t
David access the fields and labels, and how can he correct this problem? 

A. XForms Panes are actually iframes inside an XFDL form. The way to reference the values ofthe items inside the
pane is through the XForms data model. 

B. XForms Panes are insulated from the XFDL items outside of them, as the panes are given a dynamically generated
SID at runtime. XForms Panes are unique in that they require the reference tocontain ".PANE" in order to access the
items inside the pane. For example: PAGE1.AddressPane.PANE.FIELD1. 

C. XForms Panes are insulated from the XFDL items outside of them, as the panes are given a dynamically generated
SID at runtime. The best way to reference the values of the items inside the pane is through the XForms data model. 

D. XForms panes are actually iframes inside an XFDL form. The best way to access the values inside the items within
the XForms pane is to use the API. 

Correct Answer: C 



 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following statements about creating FormParts is TRUE? 

A. FormParts are only imported from previously existing forms. 

B. FormParts are only created from a new form by selecting "File" ? "New IBM Forms FormPart" from the menu. 

C. FormParts are only created from a new form by selecting "File" ? "New IBM Form" from the menu, then converting
the form to a FormPart by changing the file extension. 

D. FormParts are created either by selecting "File" ? "New IBM Forms FormPart"from the menu, or by selecting the
items to be included in the FormPart from an existing form, right- clicking and selecting "Create FormPart from
Selection" in the menu. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Which statement below best describes XFDL functions? 

A. XFDL functions provide a way to perform complexcalculations. 

B. XFDL functions can be extended via User-Defined functions. 

C. XFDL functions provide out-of-the-box functionality via two packages: viewer and system. 

D. All of the above 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

What does the following statement represent? 



A. This button allowsusers to enclose files into one of three datagroups or folders: Images_Asia, Images_Eur,
Images_SAmer. 

B. This button allows users to enclose files as one of the three file names: Images_Asia, Images_Eur, Images_SAmer. 

C. This button allows users to enclose files with the name of either Images_Asia, Images_Eur, or Images_SAmer. 

D. None of the above. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Consider the code sample below: Bob Smith Which of the following statements about this code fragment is TRUE? 

A. These xforms:setvalue actions will fire in the order listed when the button is pressed. 

B. The order in which these xforms:setvalue actions will fire when the button is pressed can not be guaranteed. 

C. The above syntax is incorrect, as every action needs a specifically declared event. 

D. The action is missing a "ref" attribute, and will therefore throw an error. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Which XForms item is used to define a table? 

A. xforms:group 

B. xforms:table 

C. xforms:repeat 



D. xforms:select 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following scenarios PREVENTS IBM Forms Designer from opening a form? 

A. The form contains a signature signed with a revoked certificate. 

B. The form file is read-only. 

C. The form\\'s modifiable setting is set to "off". 

D. The form has been previously exported as a locked form. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Why is it a best practice to use "omit" logic rather than "keep" logic when creating a signaturethat signs only part of a
form? 

A. It is less work for a forms designer to create signatures that use "keep" logic. 

B. "Keep" logic can only be used with Clickwrap signatures, making it difficult to change to a different signature type if
required in future. 

C. Using "omit" logic avoids the risk of creating too much overhead. 

D. Using "omit" logic reduces the risk that form items will be unintentionally excluded from the signature. 

Correct Answer: D 
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